
 

 
Dornoch & District Community Council (DACC) Meeting 16th.December 2020 
 
Suggestion for new format for Police Report 
 

The problems with the present format of the Police Report is that there are no 
comparatives and no context, so it is difficult to come to any conclusion as to 
whether crime is getting better or worse, let alone whether current Police action is 
successful or otherwise and whether there is anything that DACC can do to help. 

I therefore suggest a table like the following, probably not every month but every 
quarter, with a fuller discussion once or twice a year with the Police on  

• Specific actions being taken by Police 

• What can DACC do to help?  

• Any community action seen in other towns or areas that have reduced particular 
crimes? 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Proforma Suggested Police Report for Dornoch Area (IV25)

Statistics: Made up

Period Q4 December 2020

Seriously worsening

Needs monitoring

Improving

Current Year Previous 

Crime Crimes Period to Date Year

level included Q4 2020 2020 2019

1 Murder 1 1 0

2 Violence 3 7 6

3 Burglary etc 2 6 4

4 Racism, sexism 5 13 0

5 Minor crimes 3 15 20

Total 14 42 30

Summary The overall level of crime seems to have increased 

This is mainly due to one sector: racism and sexism.B21

Particular comments

The murder this quarter was heart rending but we 

believe and hope it is a one-off event.



 

The table incorporates:  

1. A simple colour coding for worsening, improving, steady state. By formatting it 
this way we can see progression good or bad and understand and over time 
build up a data 

  
2. An analysis of the Seriousness of crimes into say 5 strata 1,2,3,4,5 with suitable 

definitions such as:  
i. 1 murder,  
ii. 2 violent crimes,  
iii. 3 property crimes, etc.  

(I presume the Police already stratify crimes into something like these definitions 
so they would just use their own definitions.) 

3. Frequency of different crime types with comparatives to prior periods: 
i. Current (i.e. most recent) quarter period (I suggest a quarterly 

report is sufficient and that every month is too much work),  
ii. Calendar Year to date  
iii. Previous year.  

This will enable us to identify trends enabling us to ask sensible questions and 
possibly see how we can help. 

4. A free-format report summarizing conclusions and/or illustrating particular 
points. 


